
340B business intelligence™

enterprise-wide reporting for instant clarity into your 340B program

More confidence in your 340B decisions 

Reporting on performance and using that data to make informed 

decisions for growth is an essential part of managing your 340B 

program, and aggregated dashboards with key analytics at your 

fingertips are no longer simply “nice to have.” 

Our new 340B business intelligence platform — Sentry 340B BI — 

provides a central place to view and analyze enterprise-wide 

reporting for the dispensations, claims, and purchasing data housed 

within your Sentry application(s), offering immediate and critical 

insight into your organization’s 340B program performance. 

Complex data becomes a clear picture

340B BI is an advanced solution that instantly elevates your 340B 

program reporting to a whole new level. Designed specifically to 

sit on top of your Sentry application(s), it rolls up numbers like 

drug spend, claim volume and covered entity revenue across your 

organization, translating them into meaningful visualizations that 

help you see data more clearly, manage it more easily —  

and act upon it more confidently.

See: Spot patterns and trends that typically  

go unnoticed in traditional spreadsheets

Manage: New data is automatically 

added on a regular schedule

Act: Look at your data differently  

and uncover new insights faster  

than ever before

Your 340B data —  
at your fingertips

With 340B BI, the possibilities are 

endless. Some common examples of 

data that can be displayed include:

Aggregated revenue, broken 

down by pharmacy over time

Enterprise-wide drug spend by 

account with quantities, prices, 

and comparisons over time

WAC exposure detail by 

location and purchase data 

down to NDC level

Drug spend distribution to 

identify your top performing sites

Manufacturer-specific claim & 

cost info, along with impact of 

reporting requirements
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three tiers of access to support your 340B BI™ needs

Standard reports  
& dashboards

Introductory 340B 
BI platform training

Ongoing 340B BI 
customer support

Unlimited report 
customization

Master business 
analyst assistance

Professional Business Business Plus

The key to mastering  
340B program performance

Drug spend (Fig. 1): Aggregate drug spend across  

your organization to compare data over the last 12 

months and drill down into specific sites or accounts.

Dispensations (Fig. 2): Aggregate dispensations by 

account type across your organization over time to 

monitor fluctuations in patient status and identify your 

most frequent outpatient dispensations by location code.

Claims (Fig. 3): Monitor Sentrex® financial impact  

across your entire organization and drill down to 

identify high and low performers.

Ready to get started?

It’s time for a new view of your 340B data — one that 

reveals immediate insight across your system. Contact 

us today to learn more about the power of 340B BI!
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